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The Contract Heat Treatment Association is
not responsible for the statements made or
opinions expressed by contributors to Hotline.
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The main advantage of the MD over its
conventional static cousins is its flexibility.
Let’s say you have a customer who has
challenged the hardness and integrity of
your manufactured steel. With a static
hardness tester, this means them sending a
sample back, you testing it, and then you
convincing them that they were wrong. With
a portable model like the MD 2, this is a
simple matter of taking it in your car to their
location and testing in front of them, a
process that takes seconds. Additionally,
with the low uncertainty of measurement
provided by all Foundrax BRINtronic sys-

All Foundrax BRINtronic systems feature a
fully-automatic Brinell microscope, capable
of performing as accurately on rough surfaces as they do on mirror finishes, and
unlike many other Brinell testing scopes,
with the Foundrax models the surface only
requires 3-5 seconds of preparation with a

faces, microscope misalignment issues
and surface contamination detection, and,
in the case of any of these errors, the
software will simply not retur n a result –
ensuring all measurements you do record
are entirely accurate, providing unparalleled confidence to both you and your
customers.
With all the accuracy, reliability and
repeatability of results that you get with a
full-sized static Brinell hardness tester in a
small, portable package, why not give
your customers the confidence in your
products that your business deserves?

CONFERENCE/EXHIBITION REPORT

Surface Engineering
and Heat Treatment
Surface Engineering
Industry
ConferenceOFFERS OF
and Heat Treatment
CONFERENCE/EXHIBITION

13 October
2017 PRESENTATIONS
Industry
Conference
UK
13Kenilworth,
October 2017
Stratford-upon-Avon,
UK
Co-sponsored by…
Co-sponsored by…

CONTRACT HEAT TREATMENT ASSOCIATION

WELCOME

INCLUDING
CHTA MEMBERS

WOLFSON HEAT
TREATMENT CENTRE

Following the success of last October’s event, the Surface
Engineering and Heat Treatment Industry Conference,
Exhibition and Dinner will be staged again in October 2017.
CHTA’s Alan J Hick will again be compiling the
programme for the sessions on advances in industrial
heat treatment processing. He’ll be grateful for offers of
presentations, from CHTA members and suppliers, to
mail@chta.co.uk.

Information for
delegates, sponsors
and table-top
exhibitors will be
published in a
forthcoming edition
of Hotline.

The second CHTA-co-sponsored
international heat treaters’ get-together
A full report on 2015’s Surface Engineering and Heat Treatment Industry Conference appears in Hotline 142.

Hotline 145
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Hotline Editor
Alan J Hick,
conference
chairman,
reports on
another
informative and
convivial updating event.
2015’s Surface Engineering & Heat
Treatment Industry Conference/Exhibition
was the first such international heattreatment-themed event in England for
twelve years. Building on its success, the
event was repeated this year in Kenilworth
on October 13th, again co-sponsored by
CHTA, SEA and Wolfson Heat Treatment
Centre. Valued industrial sponsors this
time were Bodycote, Control Energy
Costs, Hauck Heat Treatment, VAS/Ipsen
and Wallwork Heat Treatment.
With some 130 delegates, the conference
comprised parallel sessions for heat
treaters and metal finishers, sandwiched
between plenary sessions of mutual
interest and alongside an exhibition

predominantly manned by suppliers to our
industry. The post-conference dinner was
also a highlight of the heat treater’s social
calendar.
HEAT TREATMENT SESSIONS
As before, the line-up of conference
presentations on latest innovations in heat
treatment processing offered much to
those looking to reduce costs and increase
productivity whilst enhancing quality,
efficiency and environmental aspects.
The emphasis was on contributions from
international speakers:
Lightweight Jigs and Fixtures:
Process and Quality Improvements
with Oxide Fibre Ceramics in Heat
Treatment Furnace Applications
Mathias Kunz (WPX Faserkeramik GmbH,
Germany)
Components made of OCMC (Oxide
Ceramic Matrix Composite), with high
tensile strength and resistance to thermal
and mechanical shock, are particularly
suitable for high-temperature applications
under vacuum, oxidising or corrosive
conditions. The oxide-fibre structures
enable the production of thermally non(a)

Fig.1: OCMC carriers for heat treatment in
oxidising atmospheres at an automotive
supplier.
Hotline 150

brittle, highly-stable lightweight jigs and
fixtures with low heat capacity, permitting
energy-efficiency gains in heat treatment
(compared with less-expensive but
distortion-prone heavier heat-resistant
metallic alloys).
Dr Kunz illustrated a number of industrial
applications (Fig.1) including low-pressure
carburising, nitrocarburising and sintering.
In some cases, the material is used in
conjunction with CFCs, the subject of the
subsequent presentation…
Lightweight Jigs and Fixtures: Carbon
Composites in Controlled-atmosphere
Furnaces with Oil Quenching
Florian Heck (GTD Graphit Technologie
GmbH, Germany)
The high-temperature strength and low
density of carbon-fibre-reinforced carbon
(CFC) make it ideally suited for nonwarping lightweight jigs and fixtures during
high-temperature heat treatments. It has
been widely promoted for use in vacuum
furnaces for energy savings.
It can also be used for carriers in controlled
atmospheres and liquid quenching as,
for example, in a sealed-quench furnace.
However, the conventional metallic base
(b)

Fig.2: A 485kg conventional metallic carrier
with a 190kg load (a) was replaced (b) by a
combined 52kg CFC type plus 160kg metallic
base grid to carry 360kg of the same parts.
3
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grid should be retained to withstand
the high dynamic point loading during
transportation.
As an example, Mr Heck cited an application
where a conventional metallic carrier was
replaced by a combined CFC version plus
metallic base grid weighing 56% less and
carrying almost twice as many of the same
parts (Fig. 2). Calculation of the payback
time, resulting from higher load capacity,
shorter process times and reduced energy
consumption, must take account of a CFC
cost some 3-5 times that of conventional
metallics.
Efficient Radiant-tube Gas Heating of
Industrial Heat Treatment Furnaces
with “Flameless Oxidation”
Lee Rabe (WS Wärmeprozesstechnik
GmbH, Germany)
In most industrial gas-fired heating
applications, exhaust gas represents
the most significant portion of losses. In
considering the ways in which the energy
content of the waste gases can be utilised
in furnace heating, Mr Rabe focused on
their use for combustion-air preheating,
reviewing the development of burners to
progressively reduce waste gas losses
from 50% down to 15% (Fig.3). Here,
increasing heat-exchanger surface area,
whilst maintaining a compact form, has
been the key to optimising air preheat
temperature.
With fuel savings of 15-20% achievable,
the more-recent development of selfrecuperative
and
self-regenerative
burners operating in the so-called FLOX®
(FLameless OXidation) mode (defined as
“stable combustion without a flame and
with defined recirculation of hot combustion
products”) has enabled low emissions even
at highest air preheat temperatures. In this
mode (Fig.4), large amounts of combustion
products are re-entrained into the burner
jet before the combustion takes place (no
flame front). Thereby, peak temperatures
are avoided, minimising NOx emissions
and reducing the thermal stress on the
burner.
Reducing Operating Costs with
EndoInjector™ and ExoInjector™
Daniel Panny (Atmosphere Engineering
Company GmbH, Austria)
Turndown of the traditional endothermic
gas generator is restricted to some 50% of
its rated output, excess product having to
be burnt off wastefully.
Describing the modern approach, Mr
Panny showed how the EndoInjector™
significantly reduces operating costs by
eliminating gas waste. The fuel-injection
design automatically provides gas mixture
on demand, providing only as much
endothermic gas as the furnaces require,
Hotline 150

Heat-treatment session speakers (l. to r.): Florian Heck (GTD Graphit Technologie
GmbH, Germany), Mathias Kunz (WPX Faserkeramik GmbH, Germany), Lee Rabe (WS
Wärmeprozesstechnik GmbH, Germany), Alan J Hick (CHTA), Daniel Panny (Atmosphere
Engineering Company GmbH, Austria) and Peter Sherwin (Eurotherm by Schneider Electric, USA).

Fig.3:
Thermal
efficiency of
burners with
combustionair preheat.

Fig.4:
Flameless
oxidation:
combustion
heating
without a
flame.

Fig.5:
Elements of the
EndoInjector™
mixing / control
system update.

down to 20% of the rated generator
capacity. The system (Fig.5) is designed
to easily replace existing carburetor/pump
designs and is claimed to pay for itself in
typically less than one year.

Precision gas-mixing and control systems,
designed specifically for endothermic and
exothermic gas generators, incorporate a
patented fuel-injection ratio control design
that utilises electronic flow measurement
5
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Understanding
Heat Treatment
24-26 April 2018

www.eltro.co.uk

Saving your parts from

wear and corrosion
Surface treatment

Materials

Applications incl.

• Plasma-nitriding
• Nitrocarburising
• Low Temperature Nitriding
• Nitriding and Post Oxidation
• Simultaneous Age and Nitride
• Vacuum Aging

• Steel
• Stainless Steel
• Maraging Steel
• Super-Alloys
• Titanium

• Aerospace
• Motorsport
• Automotive
• Oil & Gas
• Military
• Power Generation

www.sea.org.uk/whtc/uht-course/
For full details of the 82nd repeat of this course, staged at
SEA’s Birmingham headquarters, contact Derek Close at:

Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre
Federation House, 10 Vyse Street, Birmingham B18 6LT
Eltro GB Ltd. Unit B4 Armstrong Mall, Southwood Business Park, Farnborough, Hampshire. GU14 0NR
Tel: +44 1252 523000 | Fax: 01252 522338 | info@eltro.co.uk | www.eltro.co.uk
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and precise ratio control to provide
consistently the optimised gas mixture
for high-quality production of generated
furnace atmospheres.
Operating Experience with
Modular Controlled-atmosphere
Heat Treatment Systems
Philippe Warter (Codere SA, Switzerland)
Conventional sealed-quench furnaces are
only able to work with one quenching tank,
invariably oil. Offering greater flexibility,
Codere provides a range of cost-effective
controlled-atmosphere modular furnaces
with a unique design, allowing a variety
of quench media (oil, salt, water and gas)
to be used from the same furnace whilst
maintaining a sealed-quench concept.
The compact modular approach is readily
amenable to expansion by the addition of
further furnaces or quench tanks.
Mr Warter highlighted the modular retortedbell-furnace System 250 whereby heattreat loads are automatically discharged
directly from the upper-level furnace, under
protective gas and without temperature
loss, into a selected quench tank beneath
(Fig.6). He noted a growing trend in
mainland Europe towards the use of the
salt-quenching option for the heat treatment
of distortion-prone components.

Fig.6:
Codere’s
modular
System 250
with
automatic
charge
manipulator.

Operating-cost Reduction with
ZeroFlow® Nitriding
Leszek Małdziński (Poznań University of
Technology / Seco/Warwick, Poland)
Professor Małdziński described a new
economical environmentally-friendly version of the gas nitriding process that allows
a substantial reduction in the consumption
of ammonia, compared with currentlyused processes, and allows maintenance
of full control over the kinetics of the layer
growth.

Fig.7:
Control of the
ZeroFlow®
nitriding
process: layer
growth/
composition is
regulated by two
parameters:
nitriding
potential KN
and
temperature T.

Heat-treatment session speakers (l. to r.): Philippe Lebigot (BMI Fours Industriels, France),
Jan Urban (Ipsen, Germany), Mike Long (Vacuum & Atmosphere Services, UK), Alan J Hick
(CHTA) and Leszek Małdziński (Poznań University of Technology / Seco/Warwick, Poland).
Hotline 150

Comparing it with the two-stage Floe
nitriding process, using a combination
of ammonia and dissociated ammonia,
he noted that ZeroFlow® is conducted
with only raw ammonia. Control of the
atmosphere composition in the retort
and, consequently, regulation of nitriding
potential (KN), is achieved by periodic
ammonia feed into the retort in the second
stage (Fig.7).
Description of some of the numerous
industrial applications illustrated tight
control on the composition of the nitrided
layer and the substantial reductions in
ammonia consumption (for example, some
75% saving in processing crankshafts) and
emissions.
The ZeroFlow® technique is also being
applied to gaseous nitrocarburising.
Technology of Vacuum-furnace
Cooling-rate Control with Gas (and
Oil) Quenching
Philippe Lebigot (BMI Fours Industriels,
France)
On the basis of convective thermal
exchange modelling, Mr Lebigot explained
the important parameters in determining
the rate of gas cooling in vacuum furnaces.
Prime factors are the type of gas (thermal
conductivity / dynamic viscosity / density
/ thermal capacity) and its pressure,
temperature and speed. He reported on
investigations specifically looking at the
influence of pressure and speed and
identified a mode between natural cooling
and high-speed quenching where turbine
speed alone is the regulator. Examples
illustrated how these parameters are
manipulated, in direct quenching, step
cooling and slow cooling, and briefly
examined the effect of gas flow direction
on cooling uniformity.
With regard to oil quenching in vacuum
furnaces, the pressure above the oil tank,
as well as oil temperature, can influence
cooling characteristics.
7
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the quality you demand for your global strategy
UBQ Furnace
(Universal Batch Quench)

Sealed Quench Furnace
Offering Superior Process Results
With Reduced Operating Costs.

Maximum versatility
in a modular, compact design
AFC-Holcroft Europe
42, rue Émile-Boéchat
2800 Delémont, Switzerland
Ph. +41 32 475 56 16
Europe@afc-holcroft.com

AFC-Holcroft World Headquarters
49630 Pontiac Trail
Wixom, MI 48393 USA
+1 248 624 8181
sales@afc-holcroft.com

www.afc-holcroft.com
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PhoenixTM
Phoenix Temperature Measurement

‘Hot Box’ Survey Solutions for
AMS2750E and CQI-9 TUS
Ÿ Customised systems designed for unique applications

Ÿ 10 or 20 channel data logger for type K or N thermocouples

Ÿ Real time 2-way RF telemetry output from inside the furnace
Ÿ Thermal View Survey software compliant to AMS2750E
Ÿ
Ÿ

Designed, manufactured, & serviced in the UK
On site demonstrations available

PhoenixTM Ltd, 25 Earith Business Park, Meadow Drove, Earith, Cambs., PE28 3QF, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1353 223100 E-mail: sales@phoenixtm.com www.phoenixtm.com
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The Practical Use of Ipsen’s
PdMetrics™ Software Platform for
Predictive Maintenance
Jan Urban (Ipsen, Germany) and Mike
Long (Vacuum & Atmosphere Services,
UK)
A tool that allows disruption to be
anticipated, optimises equipment performance and production efficiency and
connects the heat treatment team to critical
information needed to make the company
more agile and competitive.
These are some of the claims for
PdMetrics™, described by Mr Long with
regard to its initial application to vacuum
furnace operations and its primary
predictive maintenance function, whereby
furnace problems can be foreseen,
unplanned downtime can be reduced
and better furnace performance can be
achieved.
The PdMetrics™ software platform
connects to a network of integrated
sensors on the furnace to gather data,
analyse it and provide real-time diagnostics
(Fig.8). After the data is digested in Ipsen’s
secure Diagnostic Support Centre, the
furnace operator is contacted directly with
suggested next steps, when anomalies
and trends indicate the need for further
action. The platform also enables the user
to experience real-time furnace visibility
for enhanced decision-making, from
monitoring dashboards at the furnace,
office PC, smart phone or tablet to sending
urgent alerts by text or e-mail.
This approach, also being considered for
sealed-quench-furnace application, was
cited as an example of what the future
holds by the final speaker…
The Industrial Internet of Things
(Industry 4.0) and the Heat Treater
Peter Sherwin (Eurotherm by Schneider
Electric, USA)
The industrial furnace of tomorrow is a
smarter machine – safer, better connected,
more flexible, and more efficient – to
respond quickly to new demands.
Established communication protocols,
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices
and the cloud will enable life-cycle cost
reductions, performance improvements,

The table-top exhibition featured a record
number of suppliers to heat treaters.
Hotline 150

Fig.8:
PdMetrics™:
how it works.

and new ways to interact with all workers.
In essence, this was the message of Mr
Sherwin who sees IIoT, “a natural evolution
built on progress of technology solutions”,
as a route to capitalising on the “sea of data”
generated by heat treatment operations.
A major factor in this is the convergence
of operational technology (providers like
Eurotherm) and the information technology
world (providers like Microsoft).
A review of the main challenges facing
our industry led to the question: can heat
treaters choose to ignore the IIoT and
still remain competitive? The promise of
a cyber-secure IIoT should be to unlock
value in the heat treat operation and the
overall manufacturing chain.
Drivers for change include the ageing
workforce (in Europe and North America)
and the dilemma of highly-experienced
staff retiring from the industry in the
next ten years. How do we capture
this knowledge for the next-generation
worker who is IT savvy, growing up with
Iphones and Ipads etc, but probably won’t
have specific knowledge in materials
processing, let alone heat treatment? Will
IIoT and innovations such as augmented
reality offer up some solutions to their
experience gap?

dominated the list of exhibitors: Almor/
Wellman / AMRC Training Centre / BMI
Fours Industriels / Buehler / Codere SA /
Control Energy Costs / Cronite Castings
/ David Brown Santasalo / Eurotherm
by Schneider Electric / GTD Graphit
Technologie GmbH / Hauck Heat Treatment
/ Nabertherm GmbH / PhoenixTM / Rübig /
Schmetz (Tenova) / Schunk / Seco/Warwick
SA / Serfilco / Shanghai Roghan / Squire
Patton Boggs / Super Systems Europe /
Vacuum and Atmosphere Services/Ipsen /
Vacuum Furnace Engineering / Valuechain
/ Wakefield Acoustics / WPX Faserkeramik
GmbH / Zwick/Roell Indentec.
CHTA takes this opportunity to thank
industry sponsors and exhibitors whose
much-valued support contributed hugely to
the event.

EXHIBITION
Supporting the conference were a record
number of table-top displays. Organisations
supplying to the heat treatment sector

CONFERENCE DINNER
In the build-up to the event, Hotline noted
that opportunities for the heat treatment
community to get together over a few
drinks are rare these days. Accordingly
encouraged, CHTA members enjoyed the
post-conference evening drinks reception
(kindly sponsored by Wallwork Heat
Treatment), dinner and entertainment to
make a great night of it.
Like the conference and exhibition, the
evening festivities were superbly organised
and administered by SEA, to whom our
sincere thanks.
Here’s to the next time!

John Hotowka, “The Laughter Dinner
Speaker®”, entertained the dinner guests with
the help of CHTA Chairman Simon Day.

Co-sponsors and organisers at the conference
dinner: Wolfson’s Derek Close and CHTA’s
Alan J Hick with SEA’s Michaella Mais
(event administrator) and Dave Elliott.
9

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The travails of ISO 9001:2015 accreditation
With the deadline for companies to migrate
their quality management system (QMS) to
ISO 9001:2015 by September next year,
Nigel Setchfield of Annex SL Consulting
offers CHTA members some thoughts.

would have on the issues identified. Whilst
there is no stipulation for documented
evidence, an absence of it may prove
rather challenging under close scrutiny.
Issues can be positive or negative.

Those organisations contemplating the
process of QMS transition from ISO
9001:2008 to ISO 9001:2015 would benefit
from a pre-audit preparation schedule that
includes:
• Time spent reading the new standard
itself, focussing not only on what the new
changes require, but also noting some
previous stipulations that no longer exist.
• A self-audit, using a readiness checklist
provided by the certification body,
to gauge system suitability for the
forthcoming assessor scrutiny.
As with previous versions of the standard,
there are areas that top management
personnel and quality professionals will
welcome and other clauses that will
provoke much debate and discussion, due
to the potential for significant variation in
interpreting the requirements.
Members who vividly remember the old
BS 5750, with its embedded 20-clause
structure,
requiring
a
documented
procedure for most every aspect of the
QMS, will find the 2015 version refreshingly
bereft of the need for such mountainous
paperwork…or will they?
There are eight significant wording/term
changes in the new version:
• “Preventive” has been removed.
• “Records” has been replaced by “retain
documented information”.
• “Quality Manual, procedures” – replaced
by “documented information”.
• Context of the organisation.
• Interested parties.
• Leadership.
• Risk and opportunity.

Clause 4.2: Understanding the Needs
and Expectations of Interested Parties
Heat treaters can choose to build upon their
existing contract review process to fulfil this
new requirement, though the interested
party list should extend beyond customers
and include suppliers of process-influencing
media such as quench oil, atmosphere
gases and stop-off compounds, to name
but a few. Don’t overlook organisations
such as the Environment Agency and local
authorities, along with investors and other
key stakeholder groups.

Author Nigel Setchfield is an independent management system consultant
with a career background in QHSE
management roles
in the automotive,
heat treatment and
surface treatment
sectors. He was previously Group QHSE
manager for TTI
Group (now Hauck
Heat Treatment).
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There is a three-year transition
period for existing ISO 9001:2008
accredited certifications, giving a
deadline of September 2018 for
organisations to migrate their QMS
to ISO 9001:2015 for their
certification to remain valid.

•

External providers (previously “suppliers”).
Whilst there is a perception, amongst
some, that the changes are significant and
widespread, heat treatment companies
would do well to avoid rushing to the
shredder for some time yet. For while it
is true there is no longer a requirement to
have a quality manual as such, there is also
no requirement to abandon the established
system components that have served so
well for many years past, and will continue
to do so in the future.
Such is the nature of modern supply-chain
relationships and customer demands,
I suspect that few if any members will
be starting from scratch and nervously
awaiting their first-ever QMS audit from the
chosen certification body. In some ways
however, any that are should experience a
more straightforward journey than most all
of us have endured over the years.
Much of the changes to the new standard
are deliberately intended to facilitate an
increase in its global uptake, and, given
that the vast majority of medium and large
enterprises have held a certificate for many
years, this increased market can really only
be realised by sales in the small business
sector.
ISO 9001:2015 – AN OVERVIEW OF
SIGNIFICANT AREAS
Clause 4.1: Context of the Organisation
This is one of the new requirements.
Managers can expect to be asked, by
the auditor, to provide information on the
internal and external issues relevant to
the business, including how these are
monitored and what impact any changes

Clause 4.4: QMS – The Process Approach
The PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act)
approach was first mooted in the 2008
version but becomes a requirement in
ISO 9001:2015. Whilst a fancy PDCA
diagram is not specifically required for
each activity, it is wise to consider a simple
flowchart approach to depict the treatment
processes, showing the flow of work
through the factory, along with relevant
inputs and outputs such as contract
review, route cards, inspection stages and
despatch notes / C of C’s, etc.
Clause 5: Leadership and Commitment
ISO 9001:2008 first laid the foundations
for increased participation by “Top
Management” and saw, in many cases
for the first time ever, MD’s undergoing
interview regarding the QMS, company
policy and measurable objectives.
Whilst the new version brings added
requirements, hands-on directors have
little to fear. They can negotiate the
leadership aspects by allowing the auditor
to witness the (informal or formal) morning
meeting / sales review discussion along
with the occasional new customer/product
or service exchange, where the risk-based
thinking requirement may be fulfilled using
the “what-if” or “have we considered”
approach.
However, if you are still of the more remote
stand-back type, with the defunct notion of
“No - I employ a quality manager to take
care of all of that” mentality, the transition
audit may indeed prove to be a larger
hurdle
than originally
envisaged.
Please
send news
items for
December’s Hotline 150 to:
Clause 6: QMS
Planning
mail@chta.co.uk
ThereDeadline:
has always
been an element
of
November
16th
planning within the standard, but the
Hotline 150

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
change here is a requirement to take
inputs from the Clause 4 activities (context,
interested parties, risks and opportunities.)
and consider them when planning the QMS
scope and contents. Such planning should
then result in actions necessary to address
the risks and opportunities identified –
hence bringing obsolescence to the old
‘Preventive action’ clause at a stroke.
In practical terms, a spreadsheet-based
risk and opportunity matrix can be deployed
to satisfy the ISO requirements here.

I should say, at this point, that some
auditors appear to be adopting a certain
stance on clause 7.1.4 titled “Environment
for the operation of processes”. I know of
reports requesting visibility of HR policies
to address stress management risks and
other human-factor issues arising.
Those wondering what on earth has become
of the old clause(s) 4.2.2/4.2.3/4.2.4,
covering the requirement for quality
manual, procedures and records, will find
the answer in the new 7.5, aptly titled
“Documented Information”.

Clause 7: Support
ISO technical committee 176, the body
responsible for 9001, has taken the
old clause(s) 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 7.6 and
formed six sub-clauses in the new clause
7.1. The net result is that notable people
issues are scattered across the clause and
interspersed with the work environment,
infrastructure, calibration and (NEW)
Organisational Knowledge requirements.
Businesses compliant with the previous
requirements should find that their existing
evidence for training and competency,
calibration and maintenance arrangements
form the basis of their documented
information.
The undesirable scenario for the smaller
company would probably be where
someone inadvertently lets slip that ‘Fred’
has just retired after 38 years working the
high-temperature salt bath in the corner
and ”nobody else can run it mate…”
The new sub-clause 7.1.6 “Organisational
Knowledge” has been introduced to
combat this and the treatment businesses
would do well to consider those areas of
specific knowledge that can impact their
ability to provide continuity of conforming
products and services. ISO 9001:2015 now
requires this knowledge to be “maintained
and available to the extent necessary”.

Clause 8: Operation
This is a mixture of the old clause-7
“Product Realisation” elements, including
process planning, purchasing, ID and
traceability, design (largely excluded
amongst the subcontract treatment
houses), preservation, customer property
etc, topped off with non-conformances,
now termed “Control of nonconforming
outputs”.
Clause 9: Performance Evaluation
This clause deals exclusively with the
organisation’s requirements to monitor,
measure, audit, analyse and evaluate
the adequacy of the QMS in performance
terms. Despite the many new sentences
and descriptions offered, there is no
fundamental change in requirements in
overall terms. Management review and
internal audit stipulations (also unchanged)
sit here too.
Clause 10: Improvement
This new clause starts with a general
passage requiring businesses to be
proactive in seeking opportunities to
improve processes and services to
enhance customer satisfaction whilst
correcting,
preventing
or
reducing
undesired effects. To compound things,
these mandated points are then followed
by a footnote indicating that “examples of
improvement include correction, corrective

action and continual improvement”. Having
been raised on a diet of “corrective action is
born out of a non-capable process output”,
I have to confess I am still somewhat
bemused by this but was comforted to
discover I am not alone!
Transition Audit Approach
Reflecting upon a number of transition
audits for the new standard, I have noticed a
change from a predominant focus on QMS
documentation (manuals, procedures,
records, PO’s etc.) to an increase in the
“describe to me how you…” approach.
Whilst that is refreshing, however I do
expect a steady return to the status quo
after certification is achieved and the
rounds of surveillance visits start over
again.
FINAL THOUGHTS AND ADVICE
DON’T make wholesale changes to your
existing QMS.
DO read the new standard, including notes
and annexes, thoroughly.
Whilst the term “Statutory and regulatory
requirements” appears in numerous
clauses, DO be ready to challenge your
auditor if he/she starts listing what you
would consider to be H&S issues as nonconformities. The text within the standard,
particularly Annex 3, gives guidance on
this area in terms of what is “applicable”
and “relevant to the QMS”. After all, it is
for the organisation to decide if a particular
requirement of a relevant interested party
is relevant to its QMS, not the auditor.
CHTA members who are
undergoing or have completed
migration to ISO 9001:2015 are
invited to share their experiences
with Hotline readers. Your
comments to mail@chta.co.uk by
no later than February 8th please.

Do your staff deserve recognition?

As a professional body, CHTA awards heat treatment certificates to recognise personnel who have
gained a broad understanding of heat treatment and related topics, based on their training and experience.

Details at:

www.chta.co.uk/
chta-heat-treatment-certificates/48/
THE CONTRACT HEAT TREATMENT ASSOCIATION

Heat Treatment Certificate
Hotline 150
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ADVERTISER PROFILE

SOLO Swiss SA
New Hotline advertiser SOLO Swiss
manufactures advanced industrial furnaces
for the heat treatment of metals. The
company offers atmosphere, batch, belltype, continuous and mesh-belt furnaces
used in variety of heat treatment processes
(carburising,
hardening,
tempering,
annealing, austempering, nitriding, brazing,
carbonitriding, sintering, nitrocarburising,
oxinitriding, quenching).
All SOLO furnaces are equipped with alloy
muffles, to provide precision heat treatment,
and feature rapid quenching. They are well
suited for the treatment of small complex
metallic parts requiring an enhanced heat
treatment and reduced distortion. Parts
include: springs, clips, fasteners, coins,
needles, hooks, ball bearings and items
for the aeronautics, cutlery, watch-making
and micro-mechanic industries, as well as
long parts for which the bell furnace is most
suitable. In all these fields, SOLO Swiss
Group’s customers have been amongst the
most famous names in these industries for
more than 40 years.
The SOLO Swiss product range
encompasses:

•

•

•

Profitherm-type batch furnaces: This
unique multifunctional arrangement, of
bell-type furnace and multiple quench
tanks, allows a direct and rapid transfer
of the load from the furnace(s) to the
quench tank(s). The modular design
enables easy expansions and allows all
types of atmospheres and quench media.
SOLO Swiss continuous furnaces:
These lines combine process quality and
easy maintenance. A muffle in refractory
steel permits rapid conditioning of the
atmospheres for various heat treatments.
SOLO continuous furnaces with online
quenching: Highly-focused mesh-beltfurnace heat treatment for guaranteed
quality thanks to processes performed
under controlled atmospheres within
a metal gas-tight channel and with
efficient convection of the gas. Numerous
combinations of elements, upstream
and downstream of the furnace, allow
continuous
or
discontinuous
flow
depending on workpiece requirements.
A refractory steel channel allows
rapid changeover and conditioning
of atmospheres for austenitisation,
carburising and carbonitriding treatments.

•

Standard furnaces and ovens for lab
and industry: Ovens, chamber, tube,
high- temperature furnaces and dryers.
• Special furnaces: Vertical and horizontal
retort furnaces, nitriding furnaces, pit
furnaces, chamber furnaces.
For details, go to www.solo.swiss.

ADVERTISEMENT
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NEWS

Member news
METALTECH BECOMES PART OF
THE WALLWORK GROUP
Metaltech Ltd, based in Consett, County
Durham, is joining the Wallwork Group.
Both companies specialise in the thermal
processing and coating of metals for the
aerospace, automotive, medical device
and precision engineering sectors. Each
brings additional metal treatments that will
complement those of the other.
Metaltech was founded in 1981 by
Ron Scott. Dr Graeme Forster joined
the company in the early 1990’s and
became managing director. Both qualified
Chartered Engineers, they have been
highly successful in growing the company
to a skilled staff of 22, serving clients in the
UK and internationally.
Dr Forster commented, “Joining Wallwork,
a firm founded on the same principles of
a business that believes people are its
greatest asset, is a positive step as Ron
steps out to pursue his other interests.
More importantly, the deal will ensure the
future of the business and employees, as
well as giving Metaltech the wider product
portfolio of the Wallwork Group to offer our
clients. The fact that the Wallwork Group
are committed to continue processing in
the North East was instrumental to the
deal”.

Wallwork’s
Luke Collins
with Metaltech’s
Graeme Forster (right).

Luke Collins, a graduate engineer with
twelve-plus years of experience within the
Wallwork Group, is to join Dr Forster as
site director at Metaltech. Luke explains,
“This is a good fit for us and strengthens
our range of metal heat treatments, hard
coatings processes and customer service
promise. Adding a facility in the North East
means we can provide an even faster
service to customers there and extend
our transport service into Scotland, giving
greater flexibility within our Manchester,
Birmingham and Cambridge sites for
further growth.”
Wallwork has plans to invest in the
Metaltech site and also base some of
its transport operation there. Luke will
permanently relocate to be near the
Metaltech works.
Hotline 150

AHT CONSIDER MOBILE HEAT
TREATMENT SERVICE
Alloy Heat Treatment (AHT) are ready to
launch an innovative mobile heat treatment
service targeted to support the additive
manufacturing (AM) market. Within
recent years, this market has continually
developed and is set to have a huge impact
on the future of the manufacturing industry.
AHT Sales Director, Ian Perks explained:
“The proposed service is currently being
designed to be transported onto the back of
a fixed-bed lorry. We aim to fill a gap in the
AM market, as we feel that this innovation
will provide a great benefit to aerospace, F1
and MotoGP organisations.” The service
will be launched if Alloy Heat Treatment
can determine significant interest in the
intended idea.
ENHANCING CUSTOMER SERVICE
AT FLAME HARDENERS
Claire Casswell has
recently joined Flame
Hardeners with responsibility for operating and monitoring
customer satisfaction,
quality audits, supplier
approval, progressing
and customer queries,
and the administration
of quotations and certification of treatments.
Flame Hardeners is always determined to
satisfy the need for continual improvement
(especially as required in ISO.9001:2015)
and, therefore, examined individual
responsibilities throughout the small
company.
“We concluded that it would assist in
providing the best service to our customers
by re-allocating responsibilities, which
have grown over the years, to one
individual rather than spread across the
broad spectrum of management and
supervision,” explains Managing Director,
Roger Haw.
WALLWORK APPOINTMENT
The Wallwork Group
have
strengthened
their technical sales
team with the appointment of Dean Brinton
who will cover the
Midlands and South.
Starting his career at
Heat Treatment 2000
in 1997, responsible
for the continuous
mesh-belt
process,
in 2001 Dean moved to TTI Group where
he gained detailed knowledge of vacuum
hardening and tempering. Within fouryears

CHTA MEMBERSHIP FEES
The annual CHTA membership fee for a
single-site company remains unchanged
at £610+VAT for 2018. For multi-site
companies, the additional fee will continue
to be £155+VAT per extra division.
The 2018 fees are being invoiced on behalf
of CHTA by SEA/BATF.
he was promoted to TTI’s Birmingham
PVD coating department and then on to
production management.
Welcoming Dean to Wallwork, sales
manager Howard Maher, commented: “He
joins us as demand for our advanced hard
coatings in the aerospace, automotive
and medical sectors continues to grow.
Dean will make a valued and significant
contribution to new business development
and customer service.”
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE
At the October 26 quarterly meeting of
CHTA’s Publicity Subcommittee, three new
recruits were welcomed: Mark Ferguson
(Wallwork Heat Treatment), Rob Kirk
(Beta Heat Treatment / Clayton Thermal
Processes) and Terry O’Leary (Bodycote
Heat Treatments).
Retiring members, to whom CHTA’s sincere
thanks for long-time service of 17 and 15
years respectively, are Keith Hayward
(Controlled Heat Treatments / Express
Treatments) and Ian Lacey (latterly with
Wallwork).

Terry O’Leary, Rob Kirk and Mark Ferguson.

On March 14-15 next year, Hotline
advertiser Vacuum & Atmosphere
Services Ltd will be hosting an event,
encompassing technology seminars,
sporting pursuits and generous
hospitality, at the Belfry Hotel & Resort
near Birmingham. Details at:
www.vacat.co.uk/2017/09/20/vas-inviteyou-to-the-belfry-seminar-cheltenhamraces-golf-day-2018/
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Eltro (GB) Ltd
UK Operations Manager Mike Pelling
profiles Hotline’s new advertiser.
Eltro (GB) Limited was founded in 1995 to
promote the ELTROPULS pulsed plasma
nitriding process, developed by Eltro
GmbH, based on several patents.
Located in Farnborough, Hampshire, the
company offers a subcontract surface
engineering service that incorporates
pulsed plasma nitriding, nitrocarburising
and oxy-black finishing on a variety of
steels and titanium alloys. Standard heat
treatments can also be supplied, such as
vacuum precipitation hardening and stress
relieving. All this in addition to equipment
sales and after-sales support for the
growing number of ELTROPULS furnaces
in the United Kingdom.
Eltro has treatment facilities located in
Baesweiler and Chemnitz, in Germany,
and Michigan, USA, and an equipment
sales office in Moscow, Russia. The
head office in Baesweiler is where the
ELTROPULS
equipment-manufacturing

ELTROPULS bell-type plasma nitriding furnace

facility is situated.
Originally, all research and development
were carried out in Baesweiler. However,
the market in the UK has some very
demanding and often unique applications;
so, over time, Eltro (GB) Ltd formed
and expanded its own research and
development department, with laboratory
facilities including metallurgical sample
preparation, optical microscopy and
Vickers hardness testing. Eltro GmbH

have additional facilities for GDOES,
EDAX, SEM and XRD analysis.
Due to their different local markets, the
various Eltro treatment facilities tend
to specialise in different fields. Eltro
Chemnitz has extensive experience in
treating stainless steel parts, Eltro USA
in the treatment of automotive tooling,
and Eltro GmbH in processing highvolume automotive parts (as well as
building equipment from one-off furnaces
to completely automated and integrated
plant). Eltro (GB) Ltd has been particularly
successful in the autosport, aerospace and
off-shore markets.
We work closely with our customers –
preferably right from the design stage
– to ensure the best solution for their
applications.
Accreditations currently held by Eltro
(GB) Ltd include; ISO9001:2008, AS9100
Rev.C and Nadcap for its pulsed plasma
(ion) nitriding processes. A growing list of
customer approvals includes: Goodrich/
UTC Aerospace, Eaton Ltd, Cobham PLC,
McLaren Racing, Mercedes AMG HPP
and Aker Solutions.

Advertising in Hotline
2018 ADVERTISING RATES
Single-insertion charges for black-and-white ads:
Size

Dimensions

Charge

Quarter page

121mm high x 86mm wide

£199 +VAT

Half page

121mm high x 178mm wide or
254mm high x 86mm wide

£352 +VAT

Full page

254mm high x 178mm wide

£630 +VAT

For full-colour ads, add an extra £265+VAT to each of the
above charges.
Advertisers in four consecutive quarterly editions of
Hotline are entitled to a series rate where all of the above
prices are discounted by 20% per insertion.

The only UK publication devoted to heat
treating, the Contract Heat Treatment
Association’s quarterly newsletter is
circulated in hard-copy form and is also
downloadable from CHTA’s website at
www.chta.co.uk/newsletter/36/.

ADDED BENEFITS OF
SERIES ADVERTISING
As well as enjoying a 20% discount on the rates listed,
advertisers in four consecutive editions of Hotline are,
at no additional charge, entitled to:

• Feature in a one-off “advertiser profile” in Hotline.
• Appear on the Suppliers page of CHTA’s website
(www.chta.co.uk/suppliers/46/).

• Post regular items in Hotline’s “advertiser news”.

2018 DEADLINES
Issue

Publication
month

Order
deadline

Copy
deadline

COPY REQUIREMENTS

Hotline 151

March

8 February

15 February

High-resolution PDFs are preferred

Hotline 152

June

10 May

17 May

Hotline 153

September

9 August

16 August

Hotline 154

December

8 November

15 November

14

Hotline does not accept recruitment advertising.
For further details, contact Hotline Editor Alan J. Hick.
Tel: 0121 329 2970; e-mail: mail@chta.co.uk
Hotline 150
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Quench oil
regeneration




● Accredited to
ISO 9001/2000
and ISO 14001.



Modular automatic Brinell
microscope

Tel: 0121 585 6006
Fax: 0121 585 5405
E-mail: info@midlandoil.co.uk

From only £25.25 a week with Foundrax Finance
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MIDLAND OIL REFINERY LTD
Shelah Road, Halesowen,
West Midlands B63 3PN
www.midlandoil.co.uk




The BRINtronic
MD²

COST-EFFECTIVE / ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND
● Spent quench oils brought back to original
specification by removal of contaminant water/solids
and replenishment of additive packages.
● Result: clean, dry and sterilised quench oils, at a
fraction of the cost of virgin products.
● Cooling-curve analysis available to confirm quenching
performance characteristics.
● Negates disposal problems.
● Unique combination of technical expertise and practical
experience gained through
over 50 years of oil reconditioning and recovery.
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to request a

Zwick Testing Machines Ltd.
www.zwick.co.uk
sales.info@zwick.co.uk
quotation
t: 01568 61 5201
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Market Movements

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Diary

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES RELATING TO 27 CHTA MEMBER SITES

Mean
index

This quarter last year

89.1

Last quarter

97.1

= TURNOVER INDEX 100

Predicted next quarter

101.1

20

National (27 sites)

19

January 31 2018
PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TREATMENT
Coventry, England
www.amrctraining.co.uk

18

This Quarter (100)

This Quarter Last Year
Last Quarter
Prediction for Next Quarter

17
16

February 8 2018
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

15
14
13

Number of Sites

March 5-6 2018
NADCAP AUDIT PREPARATION – HEAT TREATING
Sheffield, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409
March 7-8 2018
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Sheffield, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

March 14-15 2018
VACUUM & ATMOSPHERE SEMINAR, CHELTENHAM
RACES & GOLF DAY 2018
Birmingham, England
www.vacat.co.uk/events/cheltenhamracesandgolf2018.html

3
2
1
116-120

TURNOVER TRENDS
Based on “Market movements”
data related to 1st quarter of 1991

Turnover Index

April 18-19 2018
PRI SPECIAL PROCESS COURSE: HEAT TREATING
(OWNER)
Bristol, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

111-115

Turnover Index

April 12-13 2018
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON HEAT TREATMENT
2018: NITRIDING AND NITROCARBURISING
Friedrichshafen, Germany
www.awt-online.org/awt_seminare_und_veranstaltungen/
echt_2018.html
April 16-17 2018
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Bristol, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

101-105

April 5 2018
THE THERMAL ENGINEERING SHOW
Derby, England www.thethermalengineeringshow.co.uk/

106-110

14:41

96-100

27/11/2017

91-95

1

86-90

0

Page 16 - Turnover Trends 2017 (Jly-Sept)R3.pdf

81-85

January 29-30 2018
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Birmingham, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

1 JULY 30 SEPTEMBER 2017

OVERALL ANALYSIS
(27 SITES)

76-80

January 25 2018
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

“THIS QUARTER” =

71-75

January 17 2018
PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TREATMENT
Rotherham, England
www.amrctraining.co.uk

National

April 18 2018
PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TREATMENT
London, England
www.amrctraining.co.uk

June 5-7 2018
SUBCON 2018
Birmingham, England

16

www.subconshow.co.uk

5.5

5.5

4.5

4.0

*Members wishing issues to be raised at CHTA meetings
should notify CHTA’s Secretary, well beforehand, at
mail@chta.co.uk.
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3.5

July 4-5 2018
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Southampton, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

ec

June 5-7 2018
THERMAL PROCESSING IN MOTION
Spartanburg, South Carolina, USA
Including the 4th International Conference on Heat
Treatment and Surface Engineering in Automotive
Applications: www.asminternational.org/web/thermalprocessing-in-motion/home

July 2-3 2018
NADCAP AUDIT PREPARATION – HEAT TREATING
Southampton, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

6.0

ov

May 21-22 2018
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Derby, England
www.equalearn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178409

June 13-14 2018
A3TS 2018
Bordeaux, France
45th Congress on heat treatment and surface engineering.
http://congress.a3ts.org/

NICKEL PRICE (US$/lb)

D

May 10 2018
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE/ AGM*
Birmingham, England

June 6-8 2018
19TH CHINA (GUANGZHOU) INTERNATIONAL HEAT
TREATMENT & INDUSTRIAL FURNACE EXHIBITION
Guangzhou, China
www.julang.com.cn/english/reculi/index.asp

N

April 24-26 2018
UNDERSTANDING HEAT TREATMENT
Birmingham, England
82nd repeat of Wolfson Heat Treatment Centre’s course.
Details from Derek Close: tel: 0121 237 1122; e-mail:
derek.close@sea.org.uk; www.sea.org.uk/whtc

Quarter
No. sites

US$/lb

April 19 2018
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

Please send comment and
news items for March’s
Hotline 151 to: mail@chta.co.uk
Deadline: February 15th
Hotline 150

